Springleaf OneMain, a leading consumer finance company selects Apparity to
provide Enterprise wide Sarbanes controls for mission critical spreadsheets.
June 27, 2016, Atlanta Georgia - Apparity, LLC the global leader in End User Computing (EUC) controls
announced today that it has entered into a contract with the consumer finance company, Springleaf One
Main, part of the OneMain Holdings group of companies, to provide an integrated spreadsheet
governance and controls solution.
The deployment of the Apparity platform across all Springleaf and OneMain accounting and finance
offices will provide the inventory, security, version and change management controls required to ensure
regulatory compliance.
A critical component of the Apparity solution will be the implementation of the Lookback Service. The
Apparity Lookback Service is designed to ensure that all significant changes made to SOX related
spreadsheets since the last baselined version are identified. Once the identified changes have been
reviewed and approved, the spreadsheet is then ‘on-boarded’ into the Apparity system.
Because the Apparity system does not interfere with the way a user works with their spreadsheet the
business cycles that are reliant on the output of the spreadsheet remains unaffected. In addition,
because Apparity is always tracking user access and spreadsheet content change then the process for
approving significant changes and compliance reporting is streamlined and accurate.
About Apparity, LLC
Apparity, LLC provides Enterprise Content Management (ECM) software and support for spreadsheets to
companies within highly regulated industries. The Apparity technology securely monitors and assists
with all material events that occur in the lifecycle of a mission critical spreadsheet, without interfering
with content or existing Excel® operations.
For more information, visit www.apparity.com or contact us at information@apparity.com.
About OneMain Holdings, Inc.
OneMain Holdings, Inc. is a leading consumer finance company providing loan products to customers
through its nationwide branch network and the internet. The Company has a 100-year track record of
high quality origination, underwriting, and servicing of personal loans, primarily to nonprime consumers.
For more information, visit www.springleaffinancial.com/about-us.

